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Abstract: Drought is the main constraint to maize production in the Mediterranean area. This is
the first report of breeding temperate maize populations from the Algerian desert. The objective
of this study was to evaluate response to selection for reduced anthesis-silking interval (ASI) in
Algerian maize under drought and control conditions. Three cycles of selection for reduced ASI were
carried out in four populations under control and drought conditions, and the breeding program
was evaluated under both conditions. Selection under drought was more efficient than under control
conditions, particularly for the LOM and TAO populations. Selection for low ASI reduced ASI and
days per cycle for BTM and IGS, respectively, under drought conditions. Selection for ASI reduced
anthesis in BTM, when selected under drought and evaluated under control conditions. Significant
yield increase was observed for BTM under optimal conditions. Significant genetic gain for yield was
observed for the population LOM under drought. Therefore, the improved Algerian populations
BTM and TAO could be a novel source for reducing ASI and for earlier flowering time as a mechanism
for avoiding drought. Furthermore, we propose these populations as sources to develop tolerant
inbred lines and to find quantitative trait loci for drought tolerance.

Keywords: Algerian maize; drought; anthesis silking interval; breeding

1. Introduction

Maize (Zea mays L.) is one of the most important crops in the world (http://www.fao.
org/faostat/en/#data/QC (accessed on 1 February 2021)). Because of its relatively short
growth duration and its ability to utilize inputs efficiently, maize is potentially capable of
producing a large amount of food grain per unit area [1]. Maize has more applications than
any other cereal for food, feed, industrial applications, and bio-energy production [2–5].
However, maize is more susceptible to drought particularly under increasing temperature
than all other cereals due essentially to the separation of male and female flowers [2,6–8].
Consequently, one of the main consequences of drought stress in maize is the increase
in the anthesis-silking interval (ASI) [9]. Maize sensitivity to drought and heat stress
may result in yield losses of 15–20% per year [4,5,10]. Such losses is expected to worsen
with climate change, particularly in developing countries with an increasing demand for
maize [4,11–13]. To meet future demands of the growing world population, the selection of
high yielding and drought tolerant maize cultivars are considered the most economically
viable solution [3,14,15].

Direct selection for grain yield under drought conditions is often difficult due to the
low heritability of grain yield [16] and the risk of occurrence of drought at many growth
phases [4]. According to Parajuli et al. [17], the use of secondary traits in breeding programs
is one of the best techniques for selecting the best performing genotypes under stress
conditions. In this context, Bänziger et al. [9] proposed ASI, leaf senescence, and leaf rolling
as selection criteria in drought tolerance breeding programs based on their high heritability
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and positive correlation with performance under stress conditions. Selection under drought
stress has been practiced successfully in maize, according to several reports [3,14,15,18–20].
When selection was performed under drought conditions, selected material may perform
well under favorable conditions as well; conversely, selected material under favorable
conditions may not show good performance when grown under drought stress [18,19].
However, the most widely used strategy is to select for yield under non-stress conditions
to increase performance under stress conditions [3,14,15,20].

According to Flint-Garcia et al. [21], the foremost strategy towards the success of such
breeding programs is to screen extensive genetic resources to identify plant germplasm
with superior drought tolerance. In order to increase the target areas where an improved
variety can be grown, commercial breeding focuses on stability across environments around
the world, but only 5 to 10% of maize diversity is used in commercial maize breeding
programs because breeders focus on elite materials [22]. This limited diversity is common
in breeding programs for various biotic or abiotic stresses, as most of the existing variability
has not been adequately evaluated [23]. Therefore, exploiting other favorable sources of
drought tolerance alleles under drought conditions is of paramount importance.

To the best of our knowledge, breeding for drought tolerance has not been reported
with maize from temperate areas; furthermore, drought tolerant germplasm from temper-
ate deserts have not been used in breeding programs. Recently, various maize accessions
have been collected from the Algerian Saharan oases [24]. Saharan maize probably orig-
inated from Central American introductions brought by Spanish travelers during the
sixteenth century and from subsequent introduction from African neighbor countries [25].
Because of its adaptation over several centuries to extreme conditions [26], a core collec-
tion of Saharan maize has been studied in order to be used in breeding programs as an
important source of favorable alleles after performing some screening and isolation of
elite genotypes. Previous studies revealed that Algerian maize germplasm exhibited high
phenotypic and genetic diversity [24,25,27,28] and could provide new alleles for extreme
conditions [29–31] and alternative uses such as bio-energy [32]. Djemel et al. [29] reported
that the Algerian populations, particularly BTM, TAO, and LOM, maintained their grain
yield and yield components under drought conditions, and others such as IGS showed
a short ASI compared to checks. Furthermore, we have previously identified heterotic
patterns among Algerian, US Corn Belt, and European Flint maize populations which
could be used for incorporating Algerian populations into breeding programs involving
temperate germplasm [33]. However, Algerian maize needs prebreeding selection for
improving yield and other agronomic traits [24,29,30] before incorporation into maize
drought breeding programs. In that context, four populations, whose official names are
BTM, TAO, LOM, and IGS, previously studied by Djemel et al. [29], were used to carry out
three cycles of selection for ASI under both control and drought conditions. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first report of breeding temperate maize populations from the
desert. The objective of this study was to evaluate response to selection for reduced ASI in
Algerian maize populations.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant Materials

A collection of maize germplasm from the oases of the Algerian Sahara [24] was collected in
March 2010 and is conserved at the High National School of Agronomy (ENSA) of El Harrach
in Algiers (Algeria). Four open-pollinated maize populations (BTM, TAO, IGS, and LOM)
were selected for their drought tolerance in previous evaluations to perform three cycles of
selection for ASI [29]. The four selected Algerian populations have conic ears with flint yellow
kernels and were collected in four different provinces. BMT comes from Taghit (Bechar province,
30◦55′00” N 2◦02′00” O), TAO from Taourit (Bouïra, 36◦23′00” N 3◦54′00” E), IGS from Ain
Salah (Tamanrasset, 27◦11′42” N 2◦29′0” E), and LOM from Ouled Mahmoude Lamtarfa (Adrar,
28◦35′21” N 0◦8′59” W). We used also two checks that were EP17×EP42, a flint single cross, and
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the dent single cross A638×EP56, chosen because A638 is a WF9 inbred, previously identified as
drought tolerant (A. Ordás, personal communication).

2.2. Selection Method and Field Trials

Three cycles of selection were performed under two different conditions: selection
under control conditions and under drought stress. Under drought conditions, plants were
irrigated except for the period from two weeks before flowering, i.e., about 50 days after
sowing, to two weeks after shedding pollen following previous reports [14,29,34]. The
selection criterion was reduced ASI and vigorous plant appearance. For each of the three
cycles of selection, 350 grains were sown in order to have 250 plants and, among them,
25 plant-to-plant crosses were made among the selected plants showing the shortest ASI
and vigorous plant appearance. ASI was calculated as the number of days to silking minus
the number of days to pollen, and vigor was assessed by using a 1–9 scale, from 1 = weak
appearance to 9 = very strong appearance. Each plant was used either as male or female
only once. The selection intensity was 20%. All crosses per population were harvested
and conserved in bulk. From each bulk, a sample of 350 kernels was sown in rows of 3 m,
spaced 0.80 m apart; plants within the row were 0.20 m apart to perform the next selection
cycle. The seeds from all cycles were multiplied in the same season (2015) and location
(Algiers) to have homogeneous seed in order to be used in the evaluation trials.

The 30 genotypes evaluated consisted of four populations, the six selection cycles per
population (3 cycles performed under control and 3 cycles under drought stress), and two
checks that were evaluated under both drought and control conditions. Drought stress
and control experiments were sown in two adjacent blocks in the same field. The plots
were laid out following a 6 × 5 lattice design with three replications. Each plot consisted
of two rows of 3 m, spaced 0.80 m apart with 0.20 m spacing between plants to give a
final population density of approximately 60,000 plants ha−1. The field trials were sown
in the 18th of April, 2016, and at late sowing date (the 4th of May), and in 2017 (sowing
date April 19) at Algiers (36◦47′ N, 2◦03′ E, altitude 32 m a.s.l.), a sub-humid region of the
north of Algeria with 690 mm of annual rainfall. The driest months were April, May, June,
and July, with an average of 35.06, 37.84, 2.54, and 0.78 mm of precipitation, respectively,
in 2016, and 21.34, 8.38, 4.58, and 0.51 mm in 2017. During the three evaluation trials, all
plots were irrigated immediately after sowing and hand weeding. Drought stress was
managed by withdrawing irrigation two weeks before the 50% anthesis date (when most of
the plants were between V8 and V9 stage) until two weeks after flowering. Irrigation was
made with 600 mm of water; however, only 200 mm was applied for drought treatment.
Irrigation was applied every week and, when the trials received water from rainfall, the
exact amount was removed from the irrigation supply. All management practices for the
control and drought experiments were the same. The following traits were recorded in
all evaluation trials: days to anthesis (from planting to 50% plants shedding pollen), days
to silking (from planting to 50% plants showing silks), plant aspect (1–9 scale: 1 = weak
appearance to 9 = very strong appearance), plant height (average length in cm from the soil
to the top of the tassel of ten plants per plot), and grain yield (weight of grains per hectare
at 140 g kg−1 of grain moisture, expressed in Mg per hectare). ASI was calculated as the
difference between days to silking and days to anthesis.

2.3. Statistical Analyses

Combined over treatments and individual analyses of variance were performed by
using the PROC MIXED procedure of SAS 9.4 [35]. It is a linear mixed model, where the
response variable is continuous and symmetrically distributed. Each sowing date × year
combination was considered as one environment. The genotypes and treatments were
considered fixed effects, and the genotype × treatment interaction was also fixed, whereas
environment, replicates, and blocks and their interactions were considered random factors.

Means were compared by using the Fisher’s protected LSD (p = 0.05). Relative yield
of each population across selection cycles under drought stress conditions was calculated
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using the following formula: yield performance = yield under drought stress/yield under
control conditions. In order to estimate genetic gain over selection cycles, data from each
population and their respective cycles under both water treatments were subjected to
regression analyses using the PROC MIXED procedure of SAS 9.4 [35]. First-order autore-
gressive covariance structure was chosen in the within-subject correlation. Differences
among populations for all traits were tested by using least square mean adjusted by the
value before drought was applied at each sampling time. Coefficients of regression of traits
were obtained for each treatment selection condition combination. Within each population,
the comparison of the traits regression curves of both control and stress was performed by
making orthogonal contrasts between the two treatments’ regression parameters.

3. Results

The results of the combined analyses of variance across environments showed significant
differences between environments for all traits, and between treatments (drought and control
conditions) for all traits, except plant aspect, the means of which were 6.45 for control and 6.36
for drought. Environment× treatment interaction was significant for days to anthesis, days to
silking, plant aspect, and grain yield. The genotypic effect was highly significant (p < 0.01) for all
traits, and the genotype× treatment interactions were significant for all traits except plant aspect.
In addition, the environment× genotype interactions were only significant for days to anthesis,
days to silking, plant aspect, and plant height. The significant genotype× treatment interactions
were generally of rank, indicating that the relative performance of genotypes was different under
control conditions and under drought for all traits.

The mean value of plant height decreased along with grain yield under water stress com-
pared to control treatments, and the mean values of days to silking and ASI significantly increased
compared to the mean values obtained under control treatment. However, non-significant
differences were observed for anthesis and plant aspect under both water regimes (Table 1).

All populations presented a medium maturity between FAO400 and FAO500 and had a
relatively short ASI under control conditions. ASI ranged from 1.55 days to 2.77 days under
control conditions, while under drought conditions varied from 1.55 to 5.33. In both selection
conditions, the population and their respective selection cycles maintained their plant aspect
under both water treatments. Finally, the grain yield of genotypes varied significantly and
was drastically reduced under water stress for all populations. Yield under control conditions
ranged from 3.13 t ha−1 for A638×EP56 to 1.03 t ha−1 for TAO C0. LOM C1_S (1.03 t ha−1)
followed by LOM C3_S (0.99 t ha−1) had the highest yield under water stress. The yield of
LOM C1_S was significantly higher than the yield of the checks (Table 1).

Considering the mean relative yield reduction in the three cycles of selection for
each population under drought stress compared to the mean yield of three cycles under
control conditions, the selection cycles of LOM had a higher ability to sustain grain yield,
with 40.2% and 30.2% yield reduction for selection under control and drought selection
conditions, respectively; followed by TAO (41.1% and 38.9%), BTM (51.3% and 44.8%), and
finally IGS (64.1% and 64.65%). In addition, the losses in grain yields due to water stress of
the checks used were greater than that of the Algerian populations cited above (65.2% for
EP17×EP42 and 74.8% for A638×EP56).

All populations responded to selection for reduced ASI, regardless of the selection
condition, when they were evaluated under drought conditions. The responses of the
populations to selection for reduced ASI were not significantly different because regression
coefficients did not differ significantly among populations. BMT and IGS evaluated under
control conditions when they were selected under drought conditions also showed a
significant negative regression coefficient for ASI. Selection for low ASI reduced ASI by
0.26 and 0.23 days per cycle for BTM and IGS, respectively, under drought conditions. In
general, the reduction in ASI across all genotypes was more pronounced under drought
compared to the control conditions (Table 2).
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Table 1. Means comparison of three mass selection cycles derived from four Algerian maize populations and two mass
selection conditions (selection under control and selection under drought conditions) evaluated under control and drought
at Algiers in three environments.

Cycle Anthesis (Days) Silking (Days) ASI (Days) Plant Aspect Plant Height (cm) Yield (t ha−1)

Control Drought Control Drought Control Drought Control Drought Well–Watered Drought Control Drought

BTM C0 a 72.2 69.9 69.8 74.4 2.44 4.55 6.00 6.44 165.5 123.1 1.45 0.73
BTM C1_N b 68.3 66.7 66.1 69.7 2.22 3.00 6.66 6.66 176.12 152.8 1.59 0.88
BTM C1_S 67.6 66.2 65.6 68.7 2.00 2.44 6.55 6.88 175.7 157.7 1.23 0.65
BTM C2_N 65.6 65.2 64.0 67.7 1.55 2.44 6.77 6.33 180.0 148.5 1.65 0.80
BTM C2_S 64.6 65.4 62.4 67.7 2.11 2.22 6.66 6.88 180.9 153.2 1.56 0.92
BTM C3_N 64.2 65.1 61.8 67.2 2.44 2.11 6.22 6.77 176.5 149.1 1.98 0.86
BTM C3_S 63.0 63.6 61.4 65.7 1.55 2.11 6.55 6.33 181.2 139.3 1.38 0.73
IGS C0 69.8 69.8 67.0 74.6 2.77 4.77 7.00 6.66 169.7 131.5 2.17 0.82
IGS C1_N 68.8 68.9 66.7 71.6 2.11 2.66 7.44 7.22 187.6 142.8 2.21 0.74
IGS C1_S 67.6 66.8 65.6 69.3 2.00 2.55 7.66 7.00 195.3 166.1 2.31 0.85
IGS C2_N 66.4 67.3 64.2 69.8 2.22 2.44 7.88 7.33 207.8 154.2 2.10 0.88
IGS C2_S 66.0 65.7 63.7 68.6 2.33 2.88 8.00 7.22 199.0 156.7 2.56 0.80
IGS C3_N 66.9 65.2 64.8 68.2 2.11 3.00 7.33 7.44 209.0 154.0 2.09 0.68
IGS C3_S 66.0 65.0 64.1 67.4 1.88 2.44 7.33 7.00 198.9 163.7 2.09 0.81
LOM C0 69.9 64.1 67.8 68.3 2.11 4.22 6.88 6.66 161.6 121.0 1.14 0.80
LOM C1_N 63.9 63.8 61.7 66.3 2.22 2.55 7.00 7.11 177.3 149.0 1.66 0.92
LOM C1_S 63.8 63.0 61.9 65.7 1.88 2.66 6.66 6.22 172.3 138.6 1.26 1.03
LOM C2_N 64.3 62.9 62.3 65.2 2.00 2.33 7.33 7.22 178.4 145.8 1.45 0.97
LOM C2_S 63.8 61.9 62.1 64.2 1.66 2.33 7.33 7.11 180.8 132.4 1.77 0.92
LOM C3_N 62.8 60.8 60.7 62.9 2.11 2.11 6.88 7.22 175.8 143.2 1.57 0.91
LOM C3_S 62.0 61.0 60.3 63.0 1.66 2.00 6.44 7.22 178.5 134.4 1.18 0.99
TAO C0 67.4 66.8 65.7 70.7 1.77 3.88 4.22 4.22 132.3 109.4 1.03 0.56
TAO C1_N 64.6 64.3 62.8 66.7 1.77 2.33 5.33 4.88 155.7 131.1 1.47 0.80
TAO C1_S 62.9 62.6 61.1 64.6 1.77 2.00 5.11 4.88 161.6 130.4 1.28 0.87
TAO C2_N 61.9 61.4 60.2 63.7 1.66 2.22 4.88 4.00 164.6 127.2 1.39 0.74
TAO C2_S 60.8 60.0 59.0 62.1 1.77 2.11 4.77 4.77 156.5 122.9 1.28 0.81
TAO C3_N 60.1 59.8 58.3 61.7 1.77 1.88 4.55 4.77 146.2 122.1 1.06 0.77
TAO C3_S 60.0 59.0 58.4 60.6 1.55 1.55 5.22 4.55 149.7 122.2 1.13 0.58
EP17×EP42 80.1 85.0 77.8 66.8 2.33 5.22 6.66 6.88 208.7 155.0 1.35 0.47
A638×EP56 60.4 61.4 57.7 90.2 2.77 5.33 6.33 7.00 203.5 151.6 3.13 0.79

LSD c 3.04 3.6 3.1 3.6 0.65 0.79 0.96 0.76 17.1 14.4 0.64 0.24

Means 65.5 65.0 63.5 67.8 2.02 2.81 6.45 6.36 176.9 141.0 1.65 0.80

a C0 indicates the original population (BTM, IGS, LOM, and TAO), and C1, C2, and C3 mean the first, second, and third cycle of selection,
respectively; b N Mass selected under control condition, S Mass selected under drought condition; c least significant difference at p value of 0.05.

Male and female flowering were significanlty reduced in all populations under both
treatments as indirect effect of selection for reducing ASI. For both selection conditions, the
coefficients of regression (b) of all flowering related traits were negative in both evaluation
regimens, significantly different from zero. The reduction of three days in time to flowering
of TAO, when it was selected for reduced ASI and evaluated under drought conditions,
was significantly higher than for the other populations.

Concerning plant aspect, the only significant coefficients of regression were for IGS
(b = 0.23 under selection and evaluation under water stress conditions) and LOM (b = 0.25, for
control selection conditions and evaluated under water stress). For plant height, populations
generally responded positively to selection and their values increased under both treatments.
In the selection under drought, the coefficients of regression were positive and only significant
for IGS under control conditions and for most populations except for TAO under water
stress. Selection for reduced ASI under control condition had a stronger indirect response
for plant height under control than under water stress conditions. The regression analysis
was significant for BTM, IGS, and LOM under control and only for IGS under water stress
conditions. Finally, grain yield, which is the most important trait to improve in Algerian maize
populations, did not show a positive indirect response generally. The regression coefficient
was only significant and positive for BTM (b=0.17 t ha−1 per cycle) under control conditions
when the selection was carried out under drought conditions.
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Table 2. Linear coefficients of regression (b±se) of three mass selection cycles derived from four Algerian maize populations and two mass selection conditions: selection under control and
selection under drought) evaluated under control and drought at Algiers in three environments.

Traits
Selection under Control Conditions Selection under Drought Conditions

BTM IGS LOM TAO BTM IGS LOM TAO

Control evaluation
Anthesis (days) −2.60 ** ± 0.39a a −1.00 ** ± 0.39b −2.12 ** ± 0.39a −2.29 ** ± 0.39ab −3.02 ** ± 0.38a −1.29 ** ± 0.38b −2.38 ** ± 0.38a −2.29 ** ± 0.38ab
Silking (days) −0.38 ** ± 0.38b −0.81 * ± 0.38b −2.11 ** ± 0.38a −2.28 ** ± 0.38a −2.76 ** ± 0.38a −1.05 ** ± 0.37b −2.22 ** ± 0.37a −2.23 ** ± 0.38a
ASI (days) −0.05 ± 0.11a −0.19 ± 0.11a −0.01 ± 0.11a −0.01 ± 0.11a −0.26 * ± 0.11a −0.23 * ± 0.11a −0.15 ± 0.11a −0.06 ± 0.11a
Plant Aspect 0.00 ± 0.16a 0.15 ± 0.15a 0.004 ± 0.15a 0.06 ± 0.16a 0.17 ± 0.15a 0.13 ± 0.15a −0.08 ± 0.15a 0.23 ± 0.15a
Plant height (cm) 2.71 ± 2.30a 13.62 ** ± 2.29b 3.91 ± 2.29a 4.48 ± 2.30a 4.85 * ± 2.28a 9.10 ** ± 2.27a 5.52 * ± 2.27a 4.26 ± 2.29a
Yield (Mg.ha−1) 0.17 * ± 0.08a −0.04 ± 0.08b 0.10 ± 0.08ab 0.01 ± 0.07ab 0.01 ± 0.08a 0.00 ± 0.08a 0.04 ± 0.07a 0.03 ± 0.07a
Drought evaluation
Anthesis (days) −1.58 ** ± 0.33ab −1.60 ** ± 0.33ab −1.09 ** ± 0.33a −2.44 ** ± 0.32b −1.96 ** ± 0.32ab −1.51 ** ± 0.32ab −1.03 ** ± 0.32b −2.63 ** ± 0.32c
Silking (days) −2.35 ** ± 0.35ab −2.19 ** ± 0.35ab −1.78 ** ± 0.35a −3.06 ** ± 0.34b −2.74 ** ± 0.34ab −2.21 ** ± 0.34ab −1.73 ** ± 0.34b −3.37 ** ± 0.34c
ASI (days) −0.79 ** ± 0.12a −0.55 ** ± 0.12a −0.68 ** ± 0.12a −0.62 ** ± 0.12a −0.75 ** ± 0.12a −0.66 ** ± 0.12a −0.71 ** ± 0.12a −0.72 ** ± 0.12a
Plant Aspect 0.07 ± 0.12a 0.23 * ± 0.12a 0.20 ± 0.12a 0.07 ± 0.12a −0.01 ± 0.12a 0.15 ± 0.12a 0.25 * ± 0.112a 0.08 ± 0.12a
Plant height (cm) 7.98 ** ± 2.44a 9.77 ** ± 2.46a 6.77 ** ± 2.47a 4.40 ± 2.49a 4.75 ± 2.53ab 11.10 **±2.52a 2.63 ± 2.52b 3.36 ± 2.51b
Yield (Mg.ha−1) 0.03 ± 0.04a −0.02 ± 0.04a 0.04 ± 0.04a 0.06 ± 0.04a 0.02 ± 0.04a −0.01 ± 0.04a 0.06 ± 0.04b −0.01 ± 0.04a

a For each trait, b±se under both evaluation conditions followed by the same letter in the same row are not significantly different at p value of 0.05; *, ** are significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respectively.
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4. Discussion

The differences observed for most agronomic traits could be attributed to environmen-
tal effects or genetic diversity of the materials evaluated. According to Djemel et al. [24,29],
Algerian maize presents a high degree of genetic diversity. Our results agree with these
studies because significant differences were observed between populations and their re-
spective cycles of selection. Significant genotype × treatment interactions were found
and generally they were of rank, as the relative value for most traits was not consistent
among control and drought treatments. Therefore, breeding and selection of Algerian
maize populations for improved yield stability has to be carried out under the specific
target water managed environment [14]. Algerian germplasm is an important potential
source of drought tolerance for maize breeding because it has been largely adapted to harsh
environments and can introduce new allelic diversity into breeding programs [24,29,30].
However, these new materials need to be selected to maximize their agronomic traits,
especially yield [24,29].

Means were significantly reduced under drought conditions for plant height along
with grain yield under drought compared to control conditions as previously reported [36].
Days to silking and ASI significantly increased under drought compared to the mean values
obtained under control conditions (Table 1). However, non-significant differences were
observed for anthesis under both water regimes (Table 1). Our results were in accordance
with those obtained by Welcker et al. [7]. These authors reported that days to anthesis was
not affected by drought stress and ASI was associated with days to silking. This mechanism
is interpreted as a delay in the growth and development of ovules and silks subjected to
drought conditions [7]. According to Edmeades et al. [37], genotypes selected based on a
short ASI under drought generally use less carbohydrate in the growth of tassels, leaving a
greater proportion of nutrients for the growth of the ear. Many maize breeding programs
have focused on reducing the effects of drought at floral development and flowering.
Moreover, Herrero and Johnson [38] reported that silk elongation is strongly inhibited by
plant water deficits, and this inhibition can lead to severe losses in grain yield.

In the current study, ASI was used as main selection criterion with the goal of indirectly
improving the yield of four Algerian maize populations. All populations responded to selec-
tion, and the regression coefficients were not significantly different between populations or
between selection conditions, although the response was significant only when the evaluation
was made under drought conditions. As expected, ASI was highest under stress conditions.
According to Bolaños and Edmeades [14], the heritability of ASI remains stable and/or in-
creased as the severity of the drought increased; therefore, the choice of the ideal environment
is critical for increasing the genetic gain. Ribaut et al. [39] also reported that the selection
environment should mirror the target environment. Monneveux et al. [15] evaluated direct
responses to recurrent selection for drought tolerance in two CIMMYT (International Maize
and Wheat Improvement Center) maize populations DTP1 and DTP2. These authors revealed
that the recurrent selection resulted in a significant decrease in ASI; however, the changes
under optimal conditions were smaller in magnitude compared to stress conditions. Algerian
maize populations responded positively to the selection criteria but in our study, the gain
obtained was independent of the selection environment. Our results did not show an advan-
tage of selecting for lower ASI breeding program under drought conditions, which disagrees
with Arboleda-Rivera and Compton [18] who postulated that selection is more successful
when performed under drought stress, and with Monneveux et al. [15] who confirmed the
effectiveness of recurrent selection under drought as a means of improving tropical maize
source populations for performance under drought stress.

Indirect responses in unselected traits, such as flowering time or yield, were also
observed. Selection resulted in significant decreases in anthesis and silking under both
selection conditions and under both water treatments. As previously reported, ASI is
essentially linked to the silking date which is largely affected by stress [7]. Ordás et al. [40]
evaluated 18 cycles of recurrent mass selection using silking as a main selection criterion
in two maize populations. These authors reported a response of -1.01 days per cycle. In
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addition, Hallauer et al. [22] revealed decreases in days to silking that varied from 1.1 to
2.3 days per breeding cycle. Furthermore, a reduction of 0.39 days per cycle in the BS17
population was observed after five cycles of selection for earliness by Samayoa et al. [41].
All these breeding programs were performed under control conditions. In our study, the
change in silking ranged from −0.38 to −2.28 days per cycle under optimal conditions, and
from −1.78 to −3.06 days per cycle under drought when selection was carried out under
control conditions, and the variation was from −1.05 to −2.76 and from −1.73 to −3.37
under control and drought stress, respectively, when selection was made under drought.
In general, our values were higher than those published previously, particularly when
evaluation was performed under drought conditions. The positive response to selection
using ASI under water stress and the positive indirect responses to earlier female flowering
were evidence of the high genetic variability of Algerian maize populations and their
adaptation to drought conditions. Early flowering and reduced ASI are mechanisms to
escape drought conditions, according to Djemel et al. [29], who concluded that Algerian
germplasm has developed diverse adaptation mechanisms to face drought conditions.
Ordás et al. [40] confirmed that the continuous response to selection suggests that many
loci, each with small effect, are involved. Our results show that Algerian maize populations
from the Saharan oases can be employed to develop early inbred lines with short ASI and
to find quantitative trait loci for drought avoidance which, according to Hawtin et al. [42],
may be found in extreme environments.

Plant aspect was used as criteria to improve the general performance of the popula-
tions under drought. Differences among genotypes were not significant for plant aspect
under control and drought stress over combined selection conditions (6.45 vs. 6.36 vi-
sual score, respectively). The coefficients of regression were positive and significant for
IGS (b = 0.23, selected under control condition and evaluated under water stress) and
LOM (b = 0.25, selected and evaluated under water stress) but they did not differ signifi-
cantly from the regression coefficients of other populations evaluated under drought. As
observed for ASI, the values of plant aspect were higher under stress conditions. Rib-
aut et al. [43] found significant associations between grain yield and leaf related traits.
Badu-Apraku et al. [44] also used plant aspect under drought stress to select drought toler-
ant maize genotypes. Furthermore, Welcker et al. [7] suggested that growth of leaves and
silks, and their degrees of maintenance under drought conditions, were genetically linked.
Our results show that selection programs based on ASI, and including plant aspect as
secondary selection criterion, under both drought or control conditions could be effective
when evaluated under drought conditions.

Alhough the relationship between plant height and yield is not consistent, low plant
height in dwarf maize has been proposed as a mechanism of adaptation to drought con-
ditions [45]. Low plant height was also associated with increased yield under drought
conditions [39]. Monneveux et al. [15] found that plant height was unaffected by selection
under drought stress. Fischer et al. [19] reported that yield was positively correlated with
plant height under both mild and severe drought stress. However, Ordás et al. [40] reported
a response of −3.7 cm/cycle in plant height change after 18 cycles of selection for early
silking in maize. These authors affirmed that reduced plant height with selection could
be caused by selecting early flowering or by inbreeding (0.8% per cycle). In our study,
the inbreeding coefficient (1/2N, were N = 50, a population size used in each cycle of
selection) was 1%. According to Ordás et al. [40], this coefficient was lower and should
not contribute to decreased plant height. The increase in plant height in our experiment
should be engendered by selection criteria using plant aspect. According to Rocheford [46]
(2009), unintentional selection of more vigorous plants may contribute to the maintenance
of heterozygosity.

This study aimed at improve Algerian maize production under drought for potential
use in further maize breeding. However, the increase in grain yield was only significant
for BTM selected under drought conditions when evaluated under control conditions
(0.17 t h−1 per cycle). No changes were observed in the other populations. According
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to Monneveux et al. [15], average yield gains were 0.16 t ha−1 per cycle and 0.08 t ha−1

per cycle in DTP1 and DTP2, respectively, using recurrent selection under drought. In the
landrace “Tuxpeño Sequía”, yield gain varied from 0.09 to 0.13 t ha−1 per cycle after eight
cycles of selection and was similar under optimal and stressed conditions [36]. At CIMMYT,
population yield improvement by selection at flowering stage has been accomplished, and
the grain yield ranged from 0.08 t ha−1 to 0.26 t ha−1 per selection cycle [36]. Despite the
non-significant regression, LOM responded positively to selection under water stress when
evaluated under water stress, with LOM C1_S (1.03 t ha−1) being the highest yielding cycle
followed by LOM C3_S (0.99 t ha−1), where C1_S and C3_S stand for the first and the third
cycles of selection under drought conditions, respectively. Furthermore, yield under water
stress was the highest (30.16% of yield loss) for LOM with good plant aspect under drought
(b = 0.25 gain per cycle). Because the low heritability of grain yield under drought stress
conditions [16], genetic gain progress is hard to achieve—for this reason LOM is a good
candidate for breeding maize under drought conditions. Djemel et al. [29] also reported
that Algerian populations had large variability for most traits, and the populations BTM
and LOM out yielded most checks under drought. In the previous study, the relative yield
performance (ratio yield under drought/yield under control conditions) was 0.659, 0.653,
and 0.532 for BTM, TAO, and LOM, respectively. These populations were able to maintain
their yield components (grain weight, ear length, number of kernel rows, and ears per
plant) and leaf area under drought; furthermore, they presented reduced leaf rolling. TAO
and BTM presented the highest relative water content and LOM had the highest proline
content [29].

5. Conclusions

Algerian maize responded positively to selection because the coefficients of regression
for ASI were negative and significant for all populations evaluated under drought conditions,
and for BTM and IGS when selected under drought and evaluated under control conditions.
Furthermore, selection performed under water stress was similar to selection under control
conditions for ASI, indicating that reducing ASI under control conditions could have favorable
response also under drought stress. Significant yield gain (0.17 t ha−1 per cycle) was observed
in BTM when it was selected and evaluated under control conditions. Furthermore, data from
the present report suggest that selection for reduced ASI under drought conditions may result
in an increase in yield (LOM = 0.06 t ha−1 per cycle) under drought. The Algerian maize
population LOM could be a source of drought tolerance, based on the variation of yield under
drought conditions, while the BTM and TAO populations could be considered a novel source
for reduced ASI and earliness under drought.

As this local germplasm has low yield, a convenient strategy could consist of carrying
out intrapopulation breeding programs for improving yield; an alternative strategy is
making crosses between populations, selected as potential sources of drought tolerance,
and modern inbred lines that provide favorable alleles for yield. Additionally, a more
practical approach consists of releasing inbred lines from those populations under drought
conditions. Indeed, several modern inbred lines have some drought tolerance and could
be used for subsequent improvement of drought tolerance, but they have narrow genetic
diversity; furthermore, local populations adapted to extremely arid environments should
contain alleles that are not available in current breeding programs, especially in commercial
temperate maize breeding programs. Finally, precise evaluations can be carried out in
phenotypic platforms.
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